
Characteristics of the Text 
Genre • Nonfi ction

Text Structure • First-person narrative, using I. 
• One to three lines of text and a color photo on each page 

Content • Going to see an orchestra 
• Musical instruments of the orchestra

Themes and Ideas • Going to hear an orchestra is a special, exciting event.
• Many different instruments make up an orchestra.

Language and 
Literary Features

• Repetition 

Sentence Complexity • Simple fi ve-word sentence pattern repeats on many pages: I see the ______ now.
Vocabulary • Words related to music, such as drums, guitar, piano, orchestra, tickets

• Words related to the concert hall, such as doors, chairs, lights
Words • Highlighted high-frequency words: her, now, our, she, today, would

• Mostly one-syllable words, except for tickets, piano, orchestra, guitar
Illustrations • Photographs support the text.

Book and Print Features • Nine pages of text; photos on every page
• Labels on photos identify the subject of every page.
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Music
by Amelia Tyler

Fountas-Pinnell Level C
Nonfiction
Selection Summary
A fi rst-person narrator tells readers about going to see an orchestra. 
After focusing on the concert hall, the narrator points out various 
instruments. Finally, the narrator and the reader see the whole 
orchestra playing.
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her now our she today would

Words to Know

Music by Amelia Tyler

Build Background
Read the title to the children and talk with them about the cover illustration: Who are 
the people? What they are doing? Explain that in an orchestra, musicians play many 
different instruments. Help children use their knowledge of music and concerts, by asking 
questions such as the following: Have you ever been to a musical show or concert? What 
did you see and hear?

Introduce the Text
Guide children through the text helping with unfamiliar words so they can read the text 
successfully. Here are some suggestions:

Page 2: Explain that in this book the author is going to a concert to listen to an 
orchestra play music. She tells readers what she sees.
Suggested language: Turn to page 2. What do you see in the photo? Yes, it’s a 
building with big doors. So the author says: I see the doors now. Say now. What 
letter would you expect to see fi rst in now? Find now and put your fi nger under it.

Page 4: Ask children to look at the photo and tell what they see. Yes, those are 
tickets to the concert. Look at the label. The label can help you understand what 
is in the photo. The author says: I see our tickets now. Say our. The word our has 
three letters. Our begins with the letter o. Find the word our and point to it.

Page 6: Turn to page 6. On many pages, the author says the same words: I see 
the______ now. On this page, she says: I see the lights now. What is special about 
these lights? They are very big and bright!

Now turn back to the beginning of the book and read to fi nd out what you would 
see if you went to hear an orchestra play music.

Words to Know
Have children turn to the Words to Know at the back of the book. Read each word aloud and 
then together. Explain any unknown words. Tell children to look for these words as they read.

2 Lesson 8: MusicGrade 1
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Read
Now have children read Music softly while pointing under each word. Observe children as 
they read.

Respond to the Text
Personal Response
Ask children to share their personal responses to the book. Begin by asking what they 
liked best about the book, or what they found interesting.
Suggested language: What would you like best about going to hear an orchestra play 
music? Why?

Ways of Thinking
As you discuss the text, help children understand these teaching points:

Thinking Within the Text Thinking Beyond the Text Thinking About the Text

• The narrator is going to see and 
hear an orchestra play.

• She tells what she sees as 
she goes in the building, sees 
the instruments, and sees the 
orchestra.

• Going to hear a live musical 
performance is exciting.

• Music is enjoyable.

• Musicians who play different 
instruments have to work 
together.

• The author repeats the same 
sentence pattern on each page.

• The photos and labels help 
readers understand the text.

• The author builds suspense by 
starting outside the building and 
getting closer and closer to the 
stage where the musicians play.

© 2006. Fountas, I.C. & Pinnell, G.S. Teaching for Comprehending and Fluency, Heinemann, Portsmouth, N.H.

Choices for Support
Concepts of Print
Have children match one spoken word to one written word while reading the book.

Phonemic Awareness and Word Work
Provide practice as needed with words and sounds, using one of the following activities:

• Clapping Syllables Have children hear and say syllables in words from the book: see, 
tickets, lights, piano, the, guitar, orchestra.

• ABC Materials: magnetic or cardboard letters or letter cards. Have children choose 
letters and put them in ABC order.

3 Lesson 8: MusicGrade 1
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Writing About Reading
Vocabulary Practice
Read the directions and have children complete the Vocabulary questions on BLM 8.1.

Responding
Have children complete the vocabulary activities on page 11.

Building Vocabulary
Going to a Concert 
Build on the variety of naming words in Music. 
Suggested language: Let’s think about all the things we might see at a music concert. 
What are some things you might see on the way to the concert or at the concert? 
Would you see a crowd of people? As children make suggestions, write their words 
and sentences on the board or on a large strip of paper. Begin the list with the words 
We see the.

(Possible suggestions: elevator, coats, balcony, curtain, musicians, fl ute, trumpet, piano, 
instruments, conductor, programs, audience)

After children have made their suggestions, read the list aloud together, pointing to each 
word. Look at all the things we would see at a music concert!

Writing Prompt
Read aloud the following prompt. Have children draw and write their response, using the 
writing prompt on page 6.

Draw a picture of what you might see at a music concert.

Now write about the concert.

4 Lesson 8: MusicGrade 1
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Read directions to children.
3

Words to Know
Draw lines to connect words with opposite 

meanings. 

her our today

now she would

Word Bank

 1. her    would not

 2. now    yesterday

 3. our    he

 4. she    him

 5. today    their

 6. would    then

Words to Know
© Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company. All rights reserved.

Grade 1, Unit 2: Sharing Time

Name 

Music
Words to Know

Lesson 8
B L A C K L I N E  M A S T E R  8 . 1
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English Language Development
Cultural Support Some children may not be familiar with a large public concert hall 
as shown in the story. Explain that the high ceilings improve the sound, and the fancy 
decorations make the place special. Discuss the meaning of stage, balcony, musician, and 
instrument, using photos from the text.

Oral Language Development
Check the children’s comprehension, using a dialogue that best matches their 
English profi ciency level. Speaker 1 is the teacher, Speaker 2 is the child.

Beginning/ Early Intermediate Intermediate Early Advanced/ Advanced

Speaker 1: Point to the doors.

Speaker 2: [Points to doors]

Speaker 1: Point to the chairs. 

Speaker 2: [Points to chairs]

Speaker 1: Where is the piano?

Speaker 2: [Points to piano]

Speaker 1: What is the book about?

Speaker 2: It is about going to hear 
music.

Speaker 1: What does the orchestra do?

Speaker 2: They play music together.

Speaker 1: How do you think the 
narrator liked going to hear the 
orchestra? How can you tell?

Speaker 2: She liked going. She 
made it look fun and exciting. 
She looked at everything 
carefully.

5 Lesson 8: MusicGrade 1
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Name  Date 

Music
Draw a picture of what you might see 
at a music concert.

Now write about the concert.

6 Lesson 8: MusicGrade 1
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Words to Know
Draw lines to connect words with opposite 

meanings. 

her our today

now she would

Word Bank

 1. her    would not

 2. now    yesterday

 3. our    he

 4. she    him

 5. today    their

 6. would    then

Name 

Music
Words to Know

Lesson 8
B L A C K L I N E  M A S T E R  8 . 1
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14
13
41
2

Student  Date 
Lesson 8

B L a c k L i n e  m a s t e r  8 . 2 3

Music
Running Record Form

Music • level c

Behavior Code Error

Read word correctly ✓ 
cat 0

Repeated word, 
sentence, or phrase

® 
cat

0

Omission — cat 1

Behavior Code Error

Substitution cut 
cat 1

Self-corrects cut sc 
cat 0

Insertion the 

ˆcat 1

Word told T 
cat 1

page Selection Text Errors Self-Corrections

2

3 

4

5

6

7

8

I see the doors now.

I see my friend now. 

She is with her dad.

I see our tickets now.

I see the chairs now.

I see the lights now.

I see the drums now.

I see the guitar now.

Comments: Accuracy Rate  
(# words read 

correctly/40 × 100)

 %

Self-Correction 
Rate  

(# errors + #  
Self-Corrections/  
Self-Correction)

1: 
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